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T-LEAF Mission Design

Abstract
Northrop Grumman has continued the development of the Lifting
Entry Atmospheric Flight (LEAF) system to create an innovative and
versatile new class of atmospheric rover that can explore the planets
and moons of the solar system that have atmospheres. The LEAF system
consists of a hypersonic entry, semi-buoyant, maneuverable platform
capable of performing long duration (months to a year) in situ and
remote measurements at any solar system body with an atmosphere,
such as Titan.
The LEAF system achieves this capability by using an ultra-low ballistic
coefficient vehicle whose lifting entry allows it to enter the atmosphere
without a heavy aeroshell, and the vehicle transitions to a semi-buoyant
airship with propulsion system to provide maneuverability. The mass

savings realized by eliminating the heavy aeroshell allows significantly
more payload to be accommodated by the platform for additional
science collection and return.
In this presentation, we discuss the application of the LEAF system as
applied to Saturn’s moon Titan. The Titan version of the LEAF system is
known as T-LEAF, for Titan Lifting Entry and Atmospheric Flight. T-LEAF
can perform both atmospheric science and, because of its low flight
altitudes, also perform significant amounts of surface science. It has a
lifetime of months to a year, limited only by gradual loss of the buoyant
gas through the air vehicle envelope. We also revise our key air vehicle
characteristics and attributes, and introduce the innovative
thermoacoustic power source that powers our vehicle.
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LEAF represents a new way to enter atmospheres from space. The
ultra-low ballistic coefficient eliminates the need for a heavy aeroshell
or separate entry vehicle, and facilitates lifting entry, which allows the
LEAF craft to act as its own entry vehicle.
LEAF is maneuverable and long lived. Once in the atmosphere, it
can be commanded to change heading and speed and therefore adjust
position in latitude, longitude and altitude.
LEAF offers reduced risk, both in space and in the atmosphere. It
fully deploys in orbit, which means operators can take their time and
verify each step of deployment. Once deployed, it enters the
atmosphere gently; no more “seven minutes of terror.” In the
atmosphere, its buoyancy provides a fair portion of its lift, enabling
smooth, low-speed flight operations.
LEAF offers a large payload capacity. Because of its low ballistic
coefficient and resultant lifting entry capability, it does not carry a
heavy aeroshell. LEAF instead uses a flexible thermal protection system
(f-TPS) fabric along its leading edges and stagnation points, and the
resulting mass savings go to science.
T-LEAF Key Vehicle Parameters as of March 2016
Parameter

Current Value Comments

Vehicle
Vehicle Mass
429 kg
Wingspan
29 m
Volume
85 m3
Electrical Power
400 W
Float Altitude
2 km
Cruise Altitude
14 km
Buoyancy at Max Altitude
50%
Propulsive Capability
1.8 m/s
Max Climb/Dive Rate
TBD
Atmospheric Entry Parameters
Direct Entry Velocity
4.7 – 6.2 km/s
Titan Orbit Entry Velocity
1.8 km/s
2
Max Heating Rate
0.25 W/cm
Max Stagnation Temp
450 K
2
Integrated heat load
525 J/cm
Payload Accommodation
Mass
20 kg
Power
~50 W
Volume
> 5 m3
Data rate to orbiter
Date rate from orbiter

~2 kbps
TBD

Includes 38 kg of buoyancy gas
None
None
Assumes two TAPCs
None
Power and science dependent
Rest of lift is aerodynamic
Altitude dependent
None
Direct entry from Saturn orbit (“Huygens-like”)
Requires ~1500 m/s ΔV to transfer from Saturn to Titan orbit
For entry from Titan orbit
For entry from Titan orbit
For entry from Titan orbit
Payload mass will be refined as the design matures
Up to 400 W for short durations (1-10 minutes)
None
Standard S-band OTS components
Orbiter dependent (Cassini was 100+ kbps)

Science drives the investigation, and T-LEAF enables the science by
accommodating the instruments necessary to address high priority
questions regarding Titan.
Titan Science Goals
Q: How does Titan function as a
system; to what extent are there
similarities and differences with Earth
and other solar system bodies?
Q: To what level of complexity has
prebiotic chemistry evolved in the
Titan system?
Q: What can be learned from
Enceladus and from Saturn's
magnetosphere about the origin and
evolution of Titan?
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The following instruments can all be accommodated for ~20 kg:
Study Area
Atmospheric
Chemical
Composition

Cloud and Haze

Dynamics and
Meteorology

Science Achieved
Noble gas abundance
Ethane/Methane
CO2/CO
Trace gas composition & profiles
Volatile trace species
Temporal/spatial variability
Composition
Particle microphysics
Cloud chemistry
Cloud monitoring
Winds (u, v, w)
Turbulence
Planetary waves
Atmospheric momentum
P and T profiles
Thermal structure
Surface temperature

Instrument
•Mass spectrometer
•NIR and Mid-IR imaging
spectrometer
•Nephelometer
•Optical microscope
•Multi-spectral imager
•Sondes
•Doppler radar
•Accelerometer
•P/T probes
•Pitot ports
•NIR imaging spec.
•Ultra stable oscillator

Electromagnetic
Environment

Lightning intensity & range
Atmospheric conductivity

•Lightning probes
•Electric field probes

Surface Science

Surface geology
Topography
Active geology
Magnetic field

•Nav radar
•Multi-spectral imager
•Magnetometer

Cassini-Huygens answered a number of scientific questions regarding
the Titan Saturn system,
but it also opened up a large number of
3
46 m
potential science investigations at Titan, some of which can only be
addressed in situ. T-LEAF offers a way to perform such in situ
measurements in the middle and lower atmosphere and near the
surface. Measurements of the structure and composition of Titan’s
atmosphere would enable a better understanding of the inventory and
flux of complex organic molecules, and low altitude surveys would shed
light on surface processes. T-LEAF’s scientific instruments will:
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i) Chemically analyze the atmosphere to determine the inventory of
known complex organic molecules and identify suspected molecules
ii) Measure the structure and dynamics of the atmosphere
iii) Characterize surface geology using radar, 2D imaging & spectrometry
iv) Measure with high sensitivity Titan’s electromagnetic fields, which are
currently screened by its ionosphere
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Current launch vehicles such as the Atlas V can deliver the mass
required to execute the T-LEAF mission. The increased lift capabilities
of future launch vehicles such as the Falcon 9 Heavy and Space
Launch System (SLS) will make it even easier.
Earth-Saturn Trajectory
• C3 = 16.5 km2/sec2
• Transit time = 7 years
• Deep space maneuvers ΔV = 750 m/s
• Varrival = 28.4 km/sec
Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI)
• ΔV = 657 m/s
Titan Transfer Preparation
• ΔV = 1052 m/s
• Vfinal = 2.4 km/sec
Titan Orbit Insertion (TOI)
• ΔV = 575 m/s
• Final deployment orbit = 780 x 5000 km
• Final orbital speed = 1.8 km/sec at periapsis
Nominal Launch Vehicle: Atlas V 551
• Lift capability to a C3 of 16.5 km2/sec2 = 4,447 kg
• Fuel fraction to perform ΔVs = 66%
• Total mass delivered to deployment orbit = 1,660 kg
• T-LEAF = 429 kg  Leaves 1,231 kg of mass for
orbiter, orbiter fuel, and margin
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Thermoacoustic Power Source
Because of Saturn’s distance from the sun, solar power is not a
viable option. T-LEAF therefore baselines the use of thermoacoustic
power conversion (TAPC) technology, which is derived from
Northrop’s long line of TRL 9 space cryocoolers. TAPC is a Stirling
device with a cryocooler essentially running in reverse, so that
instead of consuming power and producing a temperature
differential, it uses a temperature differential to produce power. The
temperature differential is provided by a radioisotope heat source.
TAPC presents a promising alternative to NASA’s recently
cancelled Advanced Stirling Radioisotope Generator (ASRG). TAPC
delivers equivalent power levels and fuel efficiency as an ASRG but
with less moving parts, lower mass, smaller volume and an order of
magnitude less vibration. TAPC further benefits from the convective
cooling of the cold Titan atmosphere, producing as much as 200 W
of electrical power using only 1.2 kg of Pu-238.
Technology
Pu238 Mass (Kg)
# GPHS Modules
Hot Temperature (oC)
Cold Temperature (oC)
BOL Power (W)
EOL (17 yrs) Power (W)
Mass (Kg)
BOL Specific Power (We/kg)
EOL Specific Power (We/kg)
Exported Vibration (N)

Flight Cryocooler (TRL9)

MMRTG1

eMMRTG1

ASRG2

TAPC

TAPC
at Titan3

PbTe/TAGS
4.8
8
530
200
110
60
43
2.6
1.4
0

SKD
4.8
8
600
200
145
90
43
3.4
2.1
0

Stirling
1.2
2
850
Unstated
130
102
32
4.1
3.2
~2

TA Stirling
1.2
2
650
25
129
101
15
8.6
6.7
<0.2

TA Stirling
1.2
2
650
-143
200
156
15
13.3
10.4
<0.2

1

http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/rps/docs/eMMRTG_onepager_LPSC20140317.pdf
2 http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/rps/docs/APP ASRG Fact Sheet v3 9-3-13.pdf
3 Titan design modifications for low temperature makes TAPC at Titan TRL 4.

TAPC Prototype (TRL 4-5)

Control Electronics (TRL9)

18 inches

For more information on TAPC and/or to visit a working laboratory
model at Northrop Grumman, please contact:
David E. Lee, 310-812-5797, David.E.Lee@ngc.com

Summary
Titan’s lower atmosphere is well suited for in situ exploration by
the LEAF system. The two primary challenges, non-solar based power
and operations at cryogenic temperatures, are not overly daunting,
and the scientific return would be tremendous. With a large science
instrument suite and TAPC power source, T-LEAF could explore Titan’s
lower atmosphere for months or even years, with the possibility of
transitioning to a surface lander or methane lake float upon
conclusion of its flight phase. To maximize the science value offered
by T-LEAF, we seek input and participation from the outer planets
science community.

